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We present an explicit description of the h-support suppM of any irreducible
h-locally finite g-module M, where g is any finite-dimensional Lie algebra and h
is an arbitrary nilpotent Lie subalgebra of g. If h contains a Cartan subalgebra of
the semi-simple part of g , we reformulate the description of suppM in terms of a
Ãlattice L and of the convex hull S of suppM. When g is reductive it is knownM M
² :that suppM is nothing but the intersection of S with the root lattice D shiftedM
by an arbitrary element of suppM. Our general description is similar, but the root
Ã² :lattice D must be replaced by a certain sublattice L , and suppM may now haveM
``holes'' near the boundary of S . The paper is concluded by a detailed discussionM
of examples. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Ž .The irreducible weight representations of the Lie algebra sl 2 over C
have been well known since the 1950s. Their description is remarkably
simple. If M s [ M m is an irreducible weight representation ofmg supp M
Ž . msl 2 , M being its weight spaces over a fixed Cartan subalgebra h of
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Ž . msl 2 , then dim M s 1 for all m g suppM, and the support suppM is
always a ``string of step two.'' In other words, there are just the following
four cases:
Ž .  4 Ž .1 suppM s yl, yl q 2, . . . , l y 2, l ``finite string'' ;
Ž .  4 Ž .2 suppM s . . . , l y 2, l ``negative string'' ;
Ž .  4 Ž .3 suppM s l, l q 2, . . . ``positive string'' ;
Ž .  4 Ž4 suppM s . . . , l y 4, l y 2, l, l q 2, l q 4 . . . ``double infi-
.nite string'' .
Ž .Here l is a complex number serving as a weight of sl 2 and such that
Ž . Ž .l g Z in the case of 1 , and l g C _ Z respectively l g C _ Z inq q y
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .the case of 2 resp. of 3 . Moreover, in 1 , 2 , and 3 , M is determined
Ž .up to isomorphism by suppM, while in 4 for each double infinite string
there is a 1-dimensional complex family of irreducible representations with
w xthis support, see 3 .
A generalization of the above description is known for the case of
Ž .irreducible generalized weight modules over a reductive Lie algebra g:
w x w xsee the recent articles 1, 2 as well as 4, 5 . However, we know of no
published attempt to understand what happens when g is finite-dimen-
Ž .sional but not reductive, even in the simplest case of an extension of sl 2
by a solvable radical. It turns out that the technique developed recently in
w x2 makes it possible to give a general and explicit description of the
support of any irreducible generalized weight module of any finite-dimen-
sional g. This is the main objective of this paper. In the special case when
Ž .the semi-simple part of g is sl 2 , this description is only slightly more
Ž .complicated than for sl 2 ; see Example 1 in Section 2 below.
Here is a summary of the paper. In Section 1 we formulate the problem
Ž .and announce the result for an sl 2 extended by a radical. In Section 2 we
give a simple general description of the h-support of an irreducible
g-module M, h being an arbitrary nilpotent Lie subalgebra of g acting
locally finitely on M. In Section 3 we consider the case when h contains a
Cartan subalgebra of the semi-simple part of g. Here we strengthen the
Ž .result of Section 2 and then prove our main theorem Theorem 2 which
reconstructs suppM in terms of its convex hull and of a certain sublattice
of the root lattice. We conclude the paper by a discussion of examples in
Section 4.
1. THE PROBLEM
 < 4The ground field is C. We set R s r g R r G 0 , R s yR , Z sq y q "
² :Z l R . If S is a subset of a vector space, S denotes the additive"
² :subgroup generated by S, S denotes the set of all linear combinationsRq
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² : Ž ² : .of vectors from S with non-negative real coefficients, and S or SR C
Ž .denotes the R-linear or C-linear span of S. We use the term cone as a
Ž .synonym for a finitely generated abelian submonoid of a vector space. An
q qR -cone is an R -linear envelope of a cone. The signs ; and > stand forq q
the semi-direct sum of Lie algebras.
ŽLet g be any finite-dimensional complex Lie algebra fixed throughout
.the paper and h be a nilpotent Lie subalgebra of g. As an h-module g
decomposes as
g s h9 [ g a ,[ž /
agD ;h*h
a Žwhere each g is a generalized weight space of weight a g h*, a / 0 i.e.,
a Ž Ž ..n .for every g g g and h g h there exists n so that adh y a h ? g s 0 ,
and h9 is the generalized weight space of weight 0. The set D of allh
non-zero weights a is the set of h-roots of g. If h is a Cartan subalgebra
Ž .of g i.e., if h9 s h , D is simply the set of roots of g.h
A g-module N is a generalized weight module over h if as an h-module
N decomposes as
N s Nm[
mgsupp N
for some subset suppN of h*, each Nm being a non-zero generalized
weight space of weight m g h*.
The goal of this paper is to give an explicit description of suppM for any
irreducible generalized weight module M.
Ž . qEXAMPLE 1. Let g s sl 2 > r , r being the radical of g. Let h be a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Cartan subalgebra of sl 2 . We claim that in addition to the cases 1 ] 4
Ž .see the Introduction there are only the following possibilities:
Ž . 29 suppM s . . . , l y 2 p y 3, l y 2 p y 2, l y 2 p y 1, l y 2 p, l
4y 2 p q 2, . . . , l y 2, l , p g Z ;q
Ž . 39 suppM s l, l q 2, . . . , l q 2 p, l q 2 p q 1, l q 2 p q 2, l q
42 p q 3, . . . , p g Z ;q
Ž .  449 suppM s . . . , l y 3, l y 2, l y 1, l, l q 1, l q 2, l q 3, . . . .
The proof is given in Section 4.
2. THE h-SUPPORT OF M FOR AN ARBITRARY
NILPOTENT h
In this section we describe the h-support of any irreducible generalized
w x Žweight g-module. Our approach is based on the recent paper 2 where
the more general case of a Lie superalgebra is considered but h is
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.assumed to be a Cartan subsuperalgebra and we extend some results of
w x2 to the case of an arbitrary nilpotent h. We start by recalling
PROPOSITION 1. For any g-module N, all elements g of g which act
Ž ² 2 : .locally finitely on N i.e., dim n, gn, g n, . . . - ‘ for any n g N form aC
w x Ž w x.Lie subalgebra g N of g. Furthermore, dimU g N ? n - ‘ for any n g N.
w xProof. The result follows immediately from Corollary 2.7 in 4 .
We say that g g g acts freely on N if the vectors n, g ? n, g 2 ? n, . . . are
linearly independent for any n g N. If N is an irreducible g-module, then
any g g g acts either locally finitely or freely on N. For a nilpotent Lie
subalgebra h : g , N is a generalized weight module over h precisely
w xwhen h : g N .
Throughout the rest of the paper we fix an irreducible g-module M and
w x w x w xa nilpotent Lie subalgebra h of g M . Let r M and g M denotes s
w xrespectively the radical of g M and its semi-simple part. Fix a Levi
w x w x q w xdecomposition g M s g M > r M compatible with the h-root decom-s s
w x w x w xposition of g M and let g M denote the Lie subalgebra of g MÃ0
w x ² :generated by h and g M . Denote furthermore by G the cone in D Rs s M h
a w xgenerated by all a g D such that g is not contained in g M . Theh
w xfollowing proposition is similar to Proposition 3.2 in 2 .
PROPOSITION 2. Let m g M be any generalized weight ¤ector. Then, for
w x Ž w x.some irreducible finite-dimensional g M -submodule M of U g M ? m,Ã0 m
suppM s suppM q G .m M
w xProof. Define M as an irreducible g M -submodule of the finite-m
w x Ž w x.dimensional g M -module U g M ? m. Then M is irreducible asm
w x w xa g M -module and thus also as a g M s module. ObviouslyÃs s 0
suppM : suppM, and, since the definition of G implies immediatelym M
that suppM is G -invariant, we haveM
suppM q G : suppM .m M
On the other hand, there is an obvious g-surjection
U g M “ M ,Ž . m m
Ž w x.U g M
and, since
supp U g M s suppM q G ,Ž . m m m Mž /
Ž w x.U g M
we have also
suppM : suppM q G .m M
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Remark. In the case when g is solvable, suppM consists of one pointm
m g h*, and Theorem 1 implies that suppM s m q G .M
qŽ Ž . ² :EXAMPLE 2. Let g s sl 2 [ H ; d , where H is a HeisenbergC
w x w x w xalgebra with generators x, y, and z, satisfying x, y s z, x, z s y, z s 0,
Ž .and where the action of d on sl 2 [ H is given by
w x w x w x w xd, e s 2 e, d , f s y2 f , d , x s mx , d, y s ymy ,
w x w xd , z s d, h s 0,
Ž .m being a positive number, and e, f , h being the standard basis of sl 2 .
² : Ž Ž . . Ž .Set h s d . The h-roots of g are "a where a d s 2 and " mr2 a .C
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let M be isomorphic to V n m T as an sl 2 [ H-module, where V n
C
Ž .is a finite-dimensional irreducible sl 2 -module with highest weight n g Zq
 k4and T is an infinite-dimensional irreducible H-module with basis t k g Zq
and the following H-action:
x ? t k s t kq1 , y ? t k s kt ky1 , z ? t k s t k .
To make M an irreducible g-module we introduce the following action
of d,
d ¤ m t k s i q mk ¤ m t k ,Ž .Ž .i i
 4 Ž . Ž .¤ being a weight basis in V n . Then G s Z mr2 a ,i isyn, 2yn , . . . , ny2, n M q
Ž .M , V n andm
 4suppM s yn q 2 i q mZ N i s 0, . . . , n .q
For m 4 n, suppM is a ``positive string with infinitely many holes.''
w xProposition 2 enables us to define the M-decomposition of D as in 2 ,h
q yI F
D s D " D " D " D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h h h h hM M M M
where
F ² : ² :D [ a g D N a f G , ya f G , 4Ž . R Rh h M MM q q
I ² : ² :D [ a g D N a g G , ya g G , 4Ž . R Rh h M MM q q
q ² : ² :D [ a g D N a f G , ya g G , 4Ž . R Rh h M MM q q
y ² : ² :D [ a g D N a g G , ya f G . 4Ž . R Rh h M MM q q
The following proposition provides an alternative description of the M-
Ž w x.decomposition of D and strengthens Lemma 3.3 in 2 . If l is an h-ray ofh
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² :g , i.e., if l s g for some g g D , we say that l is M-finite, or that l isR hq
Ž .M-infinite, if for any k g suppM the set k q l l suppM is respectively
finite or infinite.
PROPOSITION 3.
F ² : ² :D s a g D N bothh-rays a and a are M-finite , 4Ž . R Rh hM q y
I ² : ² :D s a g D N bothh-rays a and a are M-infinite , 4Ž . R Rh hM q y
q ² : ² :D s a g D N a is M-finite and a is M-infinite , 4Ž . R Rh hM q y
y ² : ² :D s a g D N a is M-finite and a is M-infinite . 4Ž . R Rh hM y q
Proof. Consider an h-ray of g. It is clear that l l G is infinite orM
 4l l G s 0 . In the former case the G -invariance of suppM implies thatM M
Ž .k q l l suppM is infinite and unbounded for any k g suppM. The
Ž .non-trivial part is to show that in the latter case k q l l suppM is finite
for any k g suppM.
By Proposition 2, suppM s suppM q G , where suppM is a fi-m M m
nite set. Thus it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to the case when
suppM s G . Let us prove the following general lemma which impliesM
Proposition 3.
n n  4LEMMA 1. Let G be a cone in R , l be a ray in R , and l l G s 0 .
Ž .Then k q l l G is finite for any k g G.
² :Proof. Let L s G . Since G is finitely generated, we can identify L
with the subgroup Zm of R m, where m equals the rank of G. In general
m / n. Denote by l the line which contains l. Then after the above
midentification we have l l L s H l Z for some rational subspace H in
m ŽR by a rational subspace we mean a subspace which has a basis of
. 0 mvectors with rational coordinates . Furthermore l l L s H l Z for
some half-space H 0 ; H. The condition of the lemma implies H 0 l G s
 4 Ž 0.0 and we have to prove that k q H l G is finite for any k g G.
Let C be the convex hull of G in R m. Clearly C is a piecewise linear
R -cone, whose faces lay in rational subspaces. We claim that H 0 l C sq
 40 . Indeed, consider the cone H l C. Its faces are rational in H. Assume
0  4 0that H l C / 0 . Take a face C9 of H l C which is contained in H . It
necessarily contains a rational point g / 0. Since g g C l Qm, there is
0  4k g Z such that kg g G. Therefore H l G / 0 , a contradiction.q
Ž 0. mThe next step is to show that k q H l C is bounded in R for any
k g C. Indeed, for any b g H 0 there is a linear function f on R m such
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that f C G 0 and f b - 0. Thus k q tb / C for t ) yf k rf b .
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Ž 0. Ž 0. mFinally, k q H l C is bounded iff k q H l C l Z is finite. This
0 mŽ .implies that k q H l G is finite since G : C l Z .
Ž .The M, h -decomposition of g is by definition the decomposition
g s g F q g I [ gq [ gy ,Ž .M , h M , h M , h M , h
where
g F [ h9 [ g a , g I [ h9 [ g a ,[ [M , h M , hž / ž /F IŽ . Ž .ag D ag Dh M h M
g " [ g a .[M , h
"Ž .ag D h M
The fact that G is a cone implies immediately that g I , gq and gyM M , h M , h M , h
are Lie subalgebras in g.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 2 REVISITED . The M, h -decomposition of g in Example 2
is
g s g F q g I [ gq [ gy ,Ž .M , h M , h M , h M , h
F I ² : q ² : y ² :where g s g s h, d, z , g s f , y , g s e, x .C C CM , h M , h M , h M , h
3. THE h-SUPPORT OF M WHEN h : hss
qLet us fix some Levi decomposition g s g > r and let h be a Cartans s s s
subalgebra of g . In what follows we will assume that h contains h ands s s s
F Ž .F Fwill write simply D instead of D , D instead of D , etc., and gh M h M M
instead of g F , etc. Under this assumption, the description of the lineM , h
w x ² :subalgebras, as given in 6 , holds. More precisely for any line a , aR
being an h-root of g , we define the line subalgebra g²a :R as the Lie
b ² :subalgebra generated by g for all b g D l a . Then one proves as inR
w x Ž .6 that any line subalgebra of g is either nilpotent or an extension of sl 2
Ž .by a nilpotent radical. We call an h-ray of g an sl 2 -ray if the correspond-
Ž .ing line subalgebra is an extension of sl 2 . The following lemma is a
Ž . w xstronger version of Corollary 5.2 i in 2 .
1 2 Ž . 1 2LEMMA 2. If l, l and l are sl 2 -rays of g such that l ; l q l and
both l1 and l 2 are M-finite, then l is M-finite too.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that l is M-infinite. Then we are forced
to assume in the rest of the proof that both yl1 and yl 2 are M-finite.
Otherwise one of the inclusions l1 ; l y l 2, l 2 ; l y l1 would contradict
the fact that G is a cone.M
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Consider now the semi-simple part s of the Lie algebra generated by
g² l
1:R andg² l
2:R . We can assume that s is a Lie subalgebra of g , and,
moreover, s is necessarily a simple Lie algebra of rank 2. Furthermore,
w xs ; g M , i.e., M is an integrable s-module. Therefore suppM is W -in-s
variant, W being the Weyl group of s. But the W -invariance of suppMs s
leads to a contradiction with the assumption that l is M-infinite. Indeed, if
Ž . 1 1the sl 2 -roots a and a respectively of l and l are of the same length,
Ž . 1 1then w a s a for some w g W , i.e., l is M-infinite. If the lengths ofs s s
1 2 1 Ž .a and a are different, then always l ; l q w l for some w g W ,s s s
which again implies that l1 is M-infinite since G is a cone. This contra-M
diction shows that l must be M-finite.
w x w xLet g M denote the reductive part of g M considered as a LieÃ0 0
w x w xsubalgebra of g M . Note that the roots of g M are a subset of D asÃ0 0
a w x Ž w x.g l g M / 0 implies a g h l g M *. Furthermore, Lemma 2, to-s s 0
gether with the fact that G is a cone, impliesM
Ž . w x F ICOROLLARY 1. a If a is a root of g M , then a g D or a g D0 M M
Ž .see also the Remark below .
Ž . w x F Ib If a and b are roots of g M and a g D , b g D , then0 M M
a bw x w xg M , g M s 0.0 0
Ž . Ž w x F . Ž w x I .c Both g M l g and g M l g are Lie subalgebras of g ,0 M 0 M
and
w x w x F w x Ig M s g M l g q g M l g ,Ž . Ž .0 0 M 0 M
w x F w x I w xg M l g l g M l g s h l g M .Ž . Ž .0 M 0 M 0
Remark. In the special case when g is reductive, h is a Cartan
w xsubalgebra, and M has finite-dimensional weight spaces, it is proved in 4
w x Fthat g M s g . Here is an example of a situation when M has0 M
w xinfinite-dimensional weight spaces and there is a root a of g M such0
I Ž . Ž .that a g D . Set g s sl 3 and k s h q sl 2 , where h is a CartanM
Ž . Ž . Ž .subalgebra of g and sl 2 is a line subalgebra of sl 3 . Let U9 k be the
Ž .subalgebra in the enveloping algebra U g generated by k and by the
Ž . Ž . Ž .center Z of U g . U9 k is isomorphic to U k m Z. If u is a non-integral
C
Ž .central character, u : Z “ C, it can be considered as a U9 k -module with
trivial action of k. Defining then M as any irreducible quotient of
Ž .U g m u , we see that k acts integrably on M, i.e., the root a of k is aU9Ž k .
w x Iroot of g M , but a g D .0 M
w xF Ž w x F . w x I Ž w xIn what follows we set g M s g M l g , g M s g M l0 0 M 0 0
I .g . The assumption h : h enables us to give a stronger and moreM ss
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precise version of Proposition 2. We start with the simple
LEMMA 3. Let G be the one cone generated by G and by the roots ofM M
Iw xg M . Then suppM is G -in¤ariant.0 M
w x I ² :Proof. Let a be a root of g M and l s a . Since l is anR0 q
Ž . ² : Isl 2 -line, l l D equals Z a or Z ar2. Furthermore, since a g D , byq q M
Proposition 3, l l G is infinite, and therefore ka g G for some k ) 0.M M
In this way for any k g suppM, k q ka g suppM, and thus also k q a g
Ž Ž . Ž .suppM by the standard sl 2 argument applied to the sl 2 -subalgebra
" a Iw x .generated by g l g M .0
THEOREM 1. Let m g M be a generalized weight ¤ector. Then
suppM s suppM q Gm M
Fw x Ž w x.for some irreducible g M -submodule M of U g M ? m.0 m
Fw xProof. Let M be any irreducible g M -submodule of M , wherem 0 m
M is as in Theorem 1. We have suppM = suppM q G by Lemma 3.m m M
w x w xFurthermore, since M is an irreducible g M -module and g M sm 0 0
F I Iw x w x ² Ž w x .:g M q g M , suppM : suppM q D g M . Then suppM :0 0 m m 0
suppM q G by Proposition 1.m M
If g is reductive, then suppM is nothing but the intersection of the root
² :lattice D , shifted by any fixed element of suppM, with the convex hull of
w x w xsuppM. This follows from Theorem 6.1 in 2 , see also 4, 1 . Theorem 2
below is a generalization of this fact.
Considering again the case of an arbitrary g with h : h , let S bes s M
defined as the convex hull of suppM. We have
F Ãw xLEMMA 4. Let W be the Weyl group of g M and G be the coneM 0 M
Fw xgenerated by G and by a fixed set of simple roots a , . . . , a of g M .M 1 k 0
Then
ÃŽ . Ž . ² :a S s F w C , where C s l q G , l being the high-RM w g W M M M qM
est weight of M with respect to a , . . . , a ;m 1 k
Ž . Ž .b ›S s D w › C l S , where › stands for ``boundary.''M w g W M MM
FŽ . w xProof. a Since M is an irreducible g M -module with highestm 0
weight l, it is well known that the convex hull of suppM equalsm
² :F w l q a , . . . , a .Ž .Rw g W 1 k qM
Ž .This together with Theorem 1 implies a .
Ž . Ž .b The statement is a straightforward consequence of a .
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The following theorem says roughly that, given any point m in suppM,
the ``interior'' of suppM is completely determined by S and by theM
Ã ² :subgroup L of D , the latter being the group generated by G and byM M
w xFthe roots of g M . In other words, suppM can be reconstructed by S0 M
Ãand L up to some possible ``holes'' near its boundary.M
Ã ² :THEOREM 2. Let L be a lattice in D . There exists « G 0, dependingRM
only on g and not on M, such that for any m g suppM
G « Ã ÃS l m q L : suppM : S l m q L ,Ž . Ž .M M M M
G «  Ž . 4where for a closed set S we put S s x g S N d x, ›S G « , d standing for
``distance.''
Proof. Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 imply immediately that suppM :
Ã G « ÃŽ . Ž .S l m q L . To prove that S l m q L : suppM we needM M M M
LEMMA 5. Let L be a lattice of rank n in R n, G be a subcone of L which
generates L, and let C be the con¤ex hull of G. Then there is « G 0 such thatG
C G « l L : G.G
Proof. Note first that, if G has only n generators, the claim is obviously
true for « s 0. Fix a set of generators g , . . . , g of G. Let L9 be the1 q
intersection of the lattices generated by all linearly independent n-tuples
g , . . . , g . L9 is clearly a sublattice of finite index in L. Every pointi i1 n
k g C l L9 belongs to one of the simplicial cones generated by g , . . . , gG i i1 n
and therefore, as we just noted above, belongs to G. Thus C l L9 : G.G
Let us choose now representatives t , . . . , t g G for all cosets LrL9.1 s
Let « be the maximum of the lengths of t , . . . , t s. Then, for any1
k g C G « l L, there is t such that k y t g C l L9. But then k y t gG i i G i
G, and therefore k g G.
ÃTo deduce the theorem from the lemma consider the lattice L and itsM
ÃŽ .subcone w G , w g W . Notice that there is an obvious affine version ofM M
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Lemma 5 with center w l . Since the convex hull of w l q w G isM
Ž .nothing but w C , we haveM
G« w Ã Ãw C l w l q L : w l q w GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .M M M
Ã ÃŽ .for some « depending only on the pair L , w G . Thusw M M
G« w Ã ÃF w C l w l q L : l w l q w G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /w g W M M w g W MM M
Recall now that, by Theorem 1, suppM s suppM q G . Since G ism M M
W -invariant, we obtainM
Ãw l q w G s w l q Z a q ??? qZ a q G ,Ž . Ž .Ž .M q 1 q k M
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and since
suppM s F W l q Z a q ??? qZ a ,Ž .m w g W q 1 q kM
one finally obtains
ÃF w l q w G : suppM q G s suppM .Ž . Ž .ž /w g W M m MM
Furthermore, by Lemma 4,
G« wG « 9 Ã ÃS l F w l q L : F w C l w l q LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /ž /M w g W M w g W M MM M
 4for « 9 s max « . In this wayw g W wM
G « 9 ÃS l F w l q L : suppM .Ž .Ž .ž /M w g W MM
Ã ÃŽ .Noting that, by Theorem 1, w l q L s m q L for any w g W andM M M
any m g suppM, we obtain
G « 9 ÃS l m q L : suppM .Ž .M M
Ã² :Since D is finite, the group D has finitely many possible subcones GM
Ãand subgroups L . Therefore one can choose « G « 9 which depends onlyM
on g but not on M so that
G « ÃS l m q L : suppM .Ž .M M
Remark. Note that Theorems 1 and 2 do obviously not apply in
w x w xF w x IExample 2 because the splitting g M s g M q g M does not hold0 0 0
in this case. In order to be able to apply Theorems 1 and 2, we need to
² : ² :replace h s d by a nilpotent subalgebra which contains h s h ,C Cs s
² :for instance by h, d . In this latter caseC
F ² : I ² :g s h , d, z , e, f , g s h , d , z ,C CM , h M , h
q ² : y ² :g s y , g s xC CM , h M , h
and
suppM
 4s yn h* q d* , yn q 2 h* q d* , . . . , n h* q d* = Z md* , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . q
² :h*, d* being the basis dual to h, d in h, d .C
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4. EXAMPLES
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 1 REVISITED . Let us prove now that 1 ] 4 , 29 , 39 , and
Ž .49 give a complete list of possibilities for suppM. Recall that g s
Ž . q Ž . ² :sl 2 > r and that h is a Cartan subalgebra of sl 2 . The group D is
Ž .either the root lattice Q of sl 2 or the weight lattice P s Qr2. Applying
Theorem 2 we have the following cases:
Ž .1 S is bounded. Then suppM is finite and dim M - ‘. A stan-M
Ž w x .dard argument see 3 , for example shows that M is nothing but the
Ž . Ž .sl 2 -module V n endowed with a scalar action of r , where n is the
supremum of suppM;
ÃŽ . Ž x2 S s y‘, l , L s Q;M M
ÃŽ . w .3 S s l, ‘ , L s Q;M M
ÃŽ . Ž .4 S s y‘, ‘ , L s Q;M M
ÃŽ . Ž x29 S s y‘, l , L s P;M M
ÃŽ . w .39 S s l, ‘ , L s P;M M
ÃŽ . Ž .49 S s y‘, ‘ , L s P.M M
It remains to show that for each of the above cases there exists at least
Ž . Ž .one corresponding module M. For the cases 2 ] 4 this is obvious since M
Ž .can be chosen as an sl 2 -module with trivial action of r. We leave it as a
Ž .simple exercise for the reader to construct a module as in 49 . We
Ž . Ž Ž . .construct here a module for the case 29 case 39 is completely similar .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let r s V 0 [ V 3 [ V 4 as an sl 2 -module. Define the bracket
w x 2 w Ž . Ž . x w x 2 Ž .?, ? : L r “ r by putting V 0 [ V 4 , r s 0 and by letting ?, ? : L V 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .“ V 0 [ V 4 be an isomorphism of sl 2 -modules. As an h-module g
4 i q 4 i Ž 0.decomposes as g s [ g . Put g s [ g and choose l g g * soisy4 is0
Ž . Žw 1 y1 x. Žw 3 y3 x.that l h f Z , l g , g s 0, and l g , g / 0. Let c be theq l
1-dimensional g 0-module defined by l. Make it a gq-module by putting
i Ž .g ? c s 0 for all i ) 0. Set M s U g m c and let M be the uniqueql lUŽg .
irreducible quotient of M.
 4LEMMA 6. suppM s . . . , l y 4, l y 3, l y 2, l .
Proof. A simple calculation shows that g1 ? gy1 ? c s 0, g 3 ? gy3 ? c sl l
ly1 ly3 Ž .c , and therefore M s 0, M / 0. Moreover, the condition l h fl
Ž .Z implies that the standard basis element f g sl 2 acts freely on M.q
Ž .The above example gives a realization of 29 for p s 1. By putting
Ž . 2Ž .r s V 2 p q 1 [ L 2 p q 1 the reader will easily obtain an example for
any p g Z .q
Ž . qEXAMPLE 3. Let g s sl 3 > r , r being a solvable radical, and let h be
Ž .a Cartan subalgebra of sl 3 . We claim that there are the following
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possibilities for S :M
Ž .1 a plane;
Ž .2 a half-plane;
Ž .3 an angle in the plane of degree G 2pr3;
Ž .4 an isosceles unbounded trapezoid with angles G 2pr3 or a
degenerated such trapezoid, i.e., an angle of degree G pr3;
Ž . Ž .5 an sl 3 -hexagon, which might degenerate into a triangle or into
the point 0.
w x w xIndeed, consider all possible cases for g M . If g M s h , the cone G0 0 M
Ž .contains at least one set of positive roots of sl 3 , and therefore S is as inM
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž . w xF w xF1 , 2 , or 3 . If g M s sl 2 q h , then g M s h or g M s0 0 0
Ž .sl 2 q h. In the former case S must contain a line generated by theM
w x I Ž . Ž . Ž .roots of g M s sl 2 q h , and therefore S is as in 1 or 2 . In the0 M
Ž .latter case S has a bounded face and G contains two sl 3 -roots on oneM M
Ž . Ž .side of the M-finite sl 2 -line. Thus S is a possibly degenerated un-M
bounded trapezoid, which is isosceles because it is invariant under the
Ž . w x Ž .W s Z -action. Hence S is as in 4 . Let next g M s sl 3 . Note thatM 2 M 0
w xF w xF Ž . Ž .in this case either g M s h or g M s sl 3 see Corollary 1 . In the0 0
former case S clearly must be the plane, and in the latter case M is anM
Ž .irreducible sl 3 -module on which r acts via scalar operators.
ÃIn all cases except the last one L can be both the root lattice or theM
ÃŽ .weight lattice of sl 3 . In the last case L is necessarily the root lattice.M
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